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Farmhouse Ales defines the results of years of evolution, refinement, of simple rustic ales in modern
and historical terms, while guiding today's brewers toward credibleâ€•and enjoyableâ€•reproductions
of these old world classics.
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Farmhouse Ales focuses on the Biere de Garde of northern France and the Saison ales of Belgium.
Neither of these styles is a single type of beer, but rather a category of ales made locally with
various brewing methods and array of ingredients, including spices. The brewing methods in these
areas continue to evolve and do not necessarily relate to the styles of the past. Although the styles
have an amorphous nature, this book provided me with a clear understanding of Biere de Garde
and Saison.Experienced brewers will discover plenty of information in this book, especially ideas
that go against the common convictions about brewing. What about fermenting at high
temperatures? Mixing yeasts? Red wine type yeasts? Warm storage? Markowski takes the view
that brewing is a process of experimentation, rather than following set recipes. Obviously this book
is not for a beginning home brewer.Markowski argues that though the classification of beer styles is
useful, the classifications should not be used to inhibit the brewer from coming up with something
much different. I agree with this. What is the use of always imitating commercial beers? Our
fascination with brewing is to discover a new taste through experimentation.This book covers the
past and present styles of Biere de Garde and Saison (including an informative essay by Yvan De

Baets on how Saison evolved), and provides a list of the breweries producing the styles, detailing
grains, hops, temperatures and other brewing details, along with tasting notes on the beers they
produce.In sections on brewing the styles, the sample recipes are just guidelines (in the spirit of
experimentation) rather than set formulas.
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